PANCHAKSHARI PROFESSIONAL ACADEMY PVT.LTD
12th Revision Videos
1. What is PPA 12Th Revision Video?
It's a wel crafted and researched product in which the specially recorded videos of Accounts, English,
Economics, OCM & SP are included.
2. What are the exact features?
# These are specially recorded
# Total 80+ videos covering the whole portion of above subjects.
# To the point approach of videos
# Any topic can be revised in hardly 20 to 30 minutes
# Step by step revision approach
# In accounts, the steps, in depth analysis of the adjustments are done and then the board exam
questions solved along with students
# Students can revise any topic at any time and anywhere
3. What is the benefit to students? Why should they purchase?
!. Revision of all the topics at a click
! Revision can be done at any time
! Audio Visual effect to have perfect impact (Students can see the educator solving with him/her)
! Smart hints given in video
! Students can solve the Board question along with educator
! Exclusive steps are given to solve any question which are drafted by the experience of 15 plus years
of coaching
4. What is the price of PPA 12th Revision Videos ?
1. PPA students SP BLOCK:
A/Cs + Eco+ OCM+ English+ SP
WITH PD:
₹3500
WITHOUT PD:
₹3,000
2. PPA students Without SP :
A/Cs + Eco+ OCM+ English
WITH PD:
₹3000
WITHOUT PD:

PANCHAKSHARI PROFESSIONAL ACADEMY PVT.LTD
₹2,500
5. Can we purchase the videos in our drive?
Yes. There are 3 options to purchase
A. Purchase along with PD
B. Bring your PD and get it copied from us or get it copied from your friend's PD.
C. Bring your LAPTOP and get it copied from PPA office .
You can save the cost in B & C options
6. How will it run when I will purchase it?
#The videos are off line so internet connection not needed to watch the videos
# BUT the internet connection is needed just at the time of registration of the serial key.
# When anyone purchases PD or only Videos the serial key shall be generated and shall be given by
PPA .. once it is registered with the purchaser's PC/Laptop, no further internet needed.
# Separate serial key shall be needed for each student even if copied from the same PD of a friend.
So videos can be copied for n number of times but can't be seen unless the serial key is entered.
# One serial key is for specific PA/ LAPTOP. IT WILL NOT RUN ON ANY OTHER SYSTEM OF THE
SAME STUDENT.
# The videos can be seen on PC/ LAPTOP ONLY, not on Cellphones.
7. What is the purchase process?
Step 1:
Talk to your ward and ask him how was his experience if he/she was present today.
If not, they can visit PPA to see how exactly the videos are!
Step 2:
Go through the intro video as sent by link to you
Step 3 :
BOOK THE ORDER BY PAYING ADVANCE ₹1,000/- .. THE DELIVERY OF VIDEOS SHALL BE
GIVEN ON 11TH JANUARY 2018 after payment of balance amount.
8. Booking
SO THE BOOKING STARTS TOMORROW. IT IS EXCLUSIVELY FOR PPA STUDENTS IN NASIK.
FURTHER SHALL BE AVAILABLE IN MUMBAI FROM 15TH
9. From when the booking starts:
It's from 4th JANUARY 2018
10. With whom to talk for details ?
Miss Anupama Ma'am 8698218218

